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Abstract — As energy markets underlie significant uncertainties,
predictions regarding future developments are difficult and expost often proven wrong. In this paper, we develop a two-stage
stochastic cost-minimization model of integrated European
electricity and gas markets. The model identifies optimal
investment decisions in power generation capacity and the
scenario-specific optimal dispatch for assets in electricity and gas
sectors. The paper presents a regret matrix that examines the
performance of first-stage investment decisions under the later
realization of considered scenarios. We find that the chance of
high regrets strongly depends on the scenario the investment
decision is based on. Furthermore, we analyze the impact of each
uncertain parameter on the expected regret. We find that
neglecting uncertainties with regard to electricity demand levels
and CO2 prices in particular, result in a high regret.
Furthermore, we quantify the value of perfect information.
Index Terms — Integrated Energy System Modeling, Regret
Analysis, Stochastic Modeling, Uncertainty

I.

INTRODUCTION

Uncertainty is challenging for decision-makers in most
economic sectors, including the energy sector. Observations
from the past show that predictions of future developments in
the energy system, e.g. deployment of renewables, endconsumer demand or fuel and CO2 prices, are difficult and expost often proven wrong. This causes difficulties, in particular
for long-term investment planning of infrastructure elements,
such as power stations which can be characterized by long
construction, amortization and lifetimes. Hence, accounting for
the uncertainty is pivotal to achieve robust decisions regarding
necessary infrastructure projects.
Numerous studies use energy system models applying
stochastic programming to address uncertainty. [1] for
example, focus on a stochastic representation of intermittent
renewable energy sources (RES) and argue for its importance
in long-term investment planning. The impact of the daily wind
feed-in on dispatch decisions in the short-term electricity
market is highlighted by [2]. [3], on the other hand, apply a
stochastic market model to show how uncertain wind feed-in
affects the long-term market equilibrium. Focusing on long-
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term planning as well, [4] account for uncertain renewable
energy deployment paths and find significant effects on the
optimal investment decisions. [5] highlight that ignoring risk in
transmission planning for renewables and applying traditional
deterministic planning methods has quantiﬁable economic
consequences as the consideration of uncertainty can identify
decisions that lead to lower expected costs. However, also
uncertainty of other factors than RES need to be considered.
With accounting for uncertainty of CO2 and natural gas prices,
[6] examine the choice for power plant technologies and the
optimal timing for investments.
Furthermore, the rapid transition of the energy system leads
to a further interconnection of energy sectors, such as the
electricity and gas sector, and therefore requires a better
consideration and understanding of multiple interdependencies
between these sectors [7]. Following that need, [8] investigate
temporal and spatial effects applying an integrated electricity
and gas market model. The authors compare their results with
modeling approaches that neglect the linkages between the two
sectors and find systematic deviations. [7] focus on power plant
investments and investigate how these are affected by longterm gas infrastructure developments.
This paper contributes to the literature by investigating the
regret of investment decisions for electricity generation
capacities that are made under the presence of multiple
uncertain parameters within an integrated energy system. To
account for uncertainty and interdependencies between energy
sectors, we develop and apply a two-stage cost-minimization
model of integrated European electricity and gas markets.
Considering different sources of uncertainty, we investigate the
effect of individual key model parameters on regret terms.
Finally, we evaluate the value of improved information for
these parameters.
The remaining part of the paper proceeds as follows: in
section II we present the methodology where we familiarize the
reader with the model set-up and define the metrics used in this
study. In section III, we report and discuss our results.
Section IV concludes.

II. METHODOLOGY
The following section is structured into five parts. First, we
describe the integrated energy system model and familiarize the
reader with the scenario assumptions. Following that, we
introduce the stochastic problem and formalize the terms regret
and value of perfect information. Finally, we describe the data
we implemented in our model.

electricity and the highest amount of installed RES capacity. A
more detailed description of the scenario assumptions can be
found in [10]. We assume the probability for each scenario path
to appear to be equally likely (1/3 for each scenario branch).
Note that the year 2020 is not subject to parametric uncertainty
and is represented by data derived from the best estimate
scenario provided by [10].

A. Integrated market model and scenarios
In this paper, we present an analysis which is derived by the
development and application of an integrated market model
covering the electricity and gas sector. Both sectors are
connected via a fuel linkage. Hence, gas-fired power plants
create a demand for natural gas, which has to be produced and
transported and, thereby, creates costs. The model includes all
relevant production and infrastructure elements for the EU 27,
the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Norway, Russia, Algeria,
Libya, Qatar and Nigeria.1 A more detailed description of the
model can be found in [9].

B. Stochastic problem
(1) defines a two-stage stochastic problem used in this
paper. x represents the vector of the first-stage investment
decisions and 𝑐 𝑇 the investment costs of the respective decision.
With regard to the possible scenario realizations in the secondstage, the expected value 𝐸𝜔 for operational costs 𝑄 is
computed. 𝑄 depends on the vector 𝜔𝑖 which represents the
uncertain data (i.e. the vector of possible scenarios) and the
vector 𝑥 that has to hold for all possible scenario realizations.
The resulting (expected) solution 𝐸𝜔 𝑧 is denoted as Stochastic
Solution (SS):

The optimization model is formulated as a linear program
(LP) and determines optimal investment decisions in the
electricity sector in the first-stage and optimal operational
decisions in both sectors in the second-stage under the premise
of minimizing the overall system costs. As depicted in Figure
1, the model determines (i) the optimal investments decision
that has to hold for all possible scenarios and (ii) the scenariodependent optimal dispatch decisions of all assets for both
electricity and gas components.

Figure 1: TYNDP scenarios for 2020-2030

We consider parametric uncertainty ranges for five selected
model inputs: electricity demand, non-power-sector demand,
fuel prices, CO2 prices and RES deployment. The development
of these parameters depends on the scenario paths depicted in
Figure 1. Scenario data is based on consistent assumptions
developed for the Ten Year Network Development Plan 2018
(TYNDP 2018) that is provided as a coordinated work by
ENTSO-E and ENTSO-G. In that framework, EUCO
represents the European Commission’s core policy scenario to
achieve the 2030 climate and energy targets. It can be
characterized with the highest prices for lignite (8.3 €/MWhth in
2030) and hard coal (15.5 €/MWhth in 2030), as well as with the
lowest price for CO2 certificates (27 €/t in 2030). ST assumes a
sustainable reduction of CO2 emissions by replacing coal and
lignite by gas power stations. Among the three scenarios, it
shows the highest demand for natural gas and the highest price
for CO2 certificates (84 €/t in 2030). DG represents a
decentralized development of the energy system with a focus
on end-user technologies. It assumes the highest demand for
1

The model dataset excludes Iceland, Ireland, Cyprus and Malta.

𝑆𝑆 ≔ 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑐 𝑇 𝑥 + 𝐸𝜔 [𝑄(𝑥, 𝜔𝑖 )] = 𝐸𝜔 𝑧(𝑥, 𝜔𝑖 )
𝑥

(1)

C. Regret Analysis
Referring to decision theory, regret is usually defined as the
difference between the payoff of a given strategy and the payoff
of the best strategy under the same state of nature [11]. Thus,
regret is the cost of a wrong decision. In a context of our
analysis, regret analysis can highlight how particular choices of
reference scenario can lead to investments that have a risk of an
extremely bad outcome (i.e. a high regret). Methodologically
this section follows the work of [5] and [12].
The regret analysis is based on a payoff matrix. For that, we
first determine a set of ﬁrst-stage investments, (optimal either
for the stochastic problem or for one of the considered
scenarios) and then we evaluate how this set performs under all
scenarios that can realize. Consider the optimal objective value
𝜑(𝑥̅ (𝜔𝑖 ), 𝜔𝑖 ) and corresponding investment decision 𝑥̅ (𝜔𝑖 ) for
a scenario 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼. We impose 𝑥̅ (𝜔𝑖 ) into the optimization
problem as a fixed decision and examine how this set of
investments performs, given that a different scenario 𝑗 ∈ 𝐼
realizes. The resulting objective 𝜑(𝑥̅ (𝜔𝑖 ), 𝜔𝑗 ) is necessarily
higher (or equal to) because of a poor match of investments with
system needs in the second-stage. Thus, regret matrix 𝑅𝑖,𝑗 can
be computed as follows:

𝑅𝑖,𝑗 = 𝜑(𝑥̅ (𝜔𝑖 ), 𝜔𝑗 ) − 𝜑(𝑥̅ (𝜔𝑖 ), 𝜔𝑖 )

∀𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ 𝐼

(2)

Further, we analyze how the optimal investments from a
stochastic problem (𝑥) perform relative to other possible firststage investments. This adds one additional row to the regret
matrix (𝑅𝑠,𝑗 ):

𝑅𝑠,𝑗 = 𝜑(𝑥, 𝜔𝑗 ) − 𝜑(𝑥̅ (𝜔𝑗 ), 𝜔𝑗 )

∀𝑗 ∈ 𝐼

(3)

D. Expected Value of Perfect Information
The Expected Value of Perfect Information (EVPI) shows
the added value of improved information about the future. In

addition to solving the stochastic problem, we solve a
deterministic problem for each scenario, in which the total
system costs are minimized. It is known in the literature as the
wait-and-see solution [13]:
𝑊𝑆 ≔ 𝐸𝜔 [𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝜑(𝑥, 𝜔𝑖 )] = 𝐸𝜔 𝜑(𝑥̅ (𝜔𝑖 ), 𝜔𝑖 )
𝑥

(4)

Then we can compare the wait-and-see solution to the hereand-now solution corresponding to the stochastic solution
defined in (1). EVPI is calculated as the difference between the
expected costs of the stochastic solution and the probabilityweighted average of the scenarios‘ deterministic costs.
𝐸𝑉𝑃𝐼 = 𝑆𝑆 − 𝑊𝑆 = 𝐸𝜔 𝑧(𝑥, 𝜔𝑖 ) − 𝐸𝜔 𝜑(𝑥̅ (𝜔𝑖 ), 𝜔𝑖 )

(5)

The EVPI is useful because it shows how much the expected
system costs could be reduced if a planner in the first-stage
knows exactly which scenario would happen. Thus, in the
context of our analysis, the EVPI shows how much society
would be willing to pay to eliminate uncertainty [5].
E. Data
All scenario-specific data are taken from [10] and [14]. This
covers hourly electricity demand, non-power-sector gas
demand, installed renewable capacities, such as wind onshore,
wind offshore and PV, fuel prices for lignite, hard coal and oilfired power plants, as well as CO2 prices. Fuel prices for nuclear
power plants are stated in [15], prices for natural gas are
endogenously computed by the model. As the electricity
production from intermittent renewable capacities depends on
meteorological conditions, hourly production factors for each
installed Megawatt are determined using country-specific
aggregated hourly feed-in volumes taken from [16]. We assume
hourly production patterns not to vary over the years that are
subject to the model horizon. Existing national thermal and
hydro generation capacities as well as their technology-specific
parameters and decommission pathways are derived from [15],
[17], [18] and [19]. Investment costs for power stations are
taken from [15]. In order to restrict cross-border transmission
flows, we apply net transfer capacities provided by [14].
Limitations on electricity flow within countries are neglected in
this study. Load shedding activities which are driven by a
scarcity of power plant capacities are penalized with a countryspecific value of lack of adequacy that is provided by [20]. To
account for country-specific CHP utilization schemes for gasfired units, we implement temperature-dependent must-run
conditions, to meet the annual production volumes of CHP
plants based on [21].
Data for the existing gas pipeline infrastructure are based on
the [22]. Data for LNG infrastructure are based on [23] and
[24]. Data about national storage capacities are based on [23].
Strategic storage requirements are based on [25]. The model
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A problem wherein the uncertain parameters are replaced by their
expected values.

incorporates exogenous capacity expansions of gas
infrastructure. The structure of the system’s development is
harmonized with the [10]. Only units with final investment
decision status are included in the dataset. Gas supply potentials
available to the European market are also based on [10]. We
also consider long-term contracts on an annual level based on
[26] to facilitate realistic representation of gas market
fundamentals. To account for seasonality of non-power sector
gas demand, the annual gas demand levels are broken down to
a monthly structure for each node. Monthly demand profiles are
based on historical average monthly gas consumption data [21].
We used numerous public information portals and relevant
academic literature to parameterize the cost structure of gas
production [27], transmission [27], [28], [29] and storage [25].
III. RESULTS
The results section starts with the regret analysis. We then
go on to discussing the expected regrets of ignoring uncertainty
individually for five key parameters. The third subsection is
concerned with the EVPI analysis. Note that all money terms
are presented in million €2015.
A. Regret analysis
The matrix in Table 1 illustrates the regret terms resulting
from combinations of a system planner’s assumption on future
(rows) and actual realizations of uncertain data (columns). We
determine five alternative scenarios a system planner can base
the investment decision on. Three scenarios are defined in
TYNDP (EUCO, ST, DG), the expected value problem (EVP)2
or the stochastic problem as defined in (1). The set of scenarios,
which finally can realize, includes the three considered TYNDP
scenarios.
Each entry of the 𝑅𝑖,𝑗 matrix in Table 1 consists of two
numbers: the objective value of a respective optimization
problem and regret term in brackets. Note that regret is zero if
the scenario planned for is the same as the one that actually
plays out. An interesting observation is that the stochastic
model's first-stage decision is not optimal for any individual
scenario (i.e. all regrets in the last row are positive). However,
the stochastic solution has the lowest expected regret
(€ 565 M). It is explained by the fact that the stochastic
problem, by definition, minimizes the expected regret [5], [30].
What also stands out in Table 1 is that if we assume the
stochastic solution is not available and we rely only on firststage investment plans from deterministic solutions, the EUCO
scenario results in the lowest expected regret. In contrast,
investment decisions based on ST and DG scenarios seem risky,
as they result in very high regret in case EUCO scenario plays
out.

Table 1: Regret matrix
Actual second-stage scenario realization
EUCO
Deterministic
scenario 𝜔𝑖 used to
derive first-stage
decision 𝑥̅

ST

Expected Value
DG

EUCO

€ 191,890 M

(0)

€ 220,756 M

(2,405)

€ 201,157 M

(2,199)

€ 204,601 M

(1,535)

ST

€ 198,744 M

(6,854)

€ 218,351 M

(0)

€ 200,667 M

(1,710)

€ 205,921 M

(2,855)

DG

€ 199,218 M

(7,329)

€ 220,249 M

(1,897)

€ 198,958 M

(0)

€ 206,142 M

(3,075)

EVP

€ 195,809 M

(3,919)

€ 219,078 M

(727)

€ 199,571 M

(613)

€ 204,819 M

(1,753)

First-stage decision 𝑥 derived
from stochastic problem

€ 192,330 M

(440)

€ 219,395 M

(1,044)

€ 199,168 M

(211)

€ 203,631 M

(565)

B. Effect of individual parameters
In this section, we aim to provide further insights into regret
analysis by investigating the effect of individual parameters.
This represents a situation when a system planner either does
not have information regarding the true distribution of an
uncertain parameter when an investment decision is made or the
information is ignored. For that, we adjust the stochastic
problem by neglecting the uncertainty of a selected parameter
and setting its value successively to each of scenario 𝜔𝑗 , while
keeping distributions for other parameters. Thus, we receive
four sets of investment decisions 𝑥 (one each for EUCO, ST,
DG and EVP) and compute the regrets following the procedure
in section A. The expected values for all parameter-specific
regrets are shown in Table 2.

Ignoring uncertainty of

Table 2 Expected regrets of ignoring uncertainty of key parameters
Expected
value of
regret

Delta to
Stochastic
Solution

MIN
Regret

MAX
Regret

Stochastic
Solution

€ 565 M

-

€ 211 M

€ 1,044 M

Gas demand

€ 588 M

€ 23 M

€ 170 M

€ 1,287 M

€ 1,239 M

€ 674 M

€ 253 M

€ 3,070 M

€ 760 M

€ 196 M

€ 201 M

€ 1,479 M

Fuel price

€ 610 M

€ 45 M

€ 94 M

€ 1,553 M

CO2 price

€ 879 M

€ 314 M

€ 115 M

€ 3,641 M

Electricity
demand
RES
capacity

Having said that the stochastic solution per definition
reveals the set of investments 𝑥 that results in the lowest
possible expected regret, we apply this as a benchmark and
compare it with the expected regrets when ignoring the
uncertainty of an individual parameter. We observe that the
impact, which the individual parameters have, strongly varies.
Ignoring the uncertainty for electricity demand or CO2 price
results in investment decisions causing significantly increased
expected regrets (increase by € 674 M and € 314 M
respectively). In the case of electricity demand, the high regret
can be explained by high shedding costs when underestimating
the peak demand and over-investments, when overestimating
the demand levels. Ignoring the CO2 price uncertainty results in
a sub-optimal investment mix regarding the CO2 intensity of
generation technologies. Ignoring fuel price or gas demand
uncertainty, on the other hand, does not lead to a significant
increase in the expected regret. In particular, the impact of gas
demand is small, which can be explained by results derived in

[9]. The authors observe reallocations of generation capacity
investments, but the impact of gas demand uncertainty on the
resulting gas prices is rather low. The uncertainty regarding the
RES capacity has a moderate impact. Similarly, to the
electricity demand, it affects the residual load. However, until
2030 it has a lower impact.
Additionally, Table 2 shows the minimum and maximum
regret observed for each parameter. It stands out, that ignoring
the CO2 price uncertainty, results in the largest range for the
realized regrets – from € 115 M to € 3,641 M, even though the
expected regret is lower than for ignoring electricity demand
uncertainty. Thus, we observe the worst possible outcome when
neglecting the uncertainty of future CO2 prices, which might be
interesting, especially for risk-averse system planning.
C. Value of perfect information
Table 3 depicts the results for the EVPI calculation. The
table contains the objective value of the stochastic solution
𝐸𝜔 𝑧(𝑥, 𝜔𝑖 ) which is compared to the objectives of all wait-andsee problems 𝜑(𝑥̅ (𝜔𝑖 ), 𝜔𝑖 ). The differences represent the
savings, which result from perfect information about the future.
As shown in (5), the EVPI defines by how much the expected
system costs could be reduced if a planner knows which
scenario will play out.
An interesting observation is that the EVPI value (€ 565 M)
is equal to the expected regret of the stochastic solution shown
in the last row of Table 1. This might become intuitive when
considering the economic interpretation of the two metrics used
in our discussion. On the one hand, the expected regret of a
stochastic solution can be seen as the average penalty a system
planer faces when an investment decision is based on a problem
with imperfect information. On the other hand, the EVPI states
the upper bound to the amount a risk-neutral system planner
should pay for perfect information.
Table 3: EVPI
Total costs
Stochastic Solution
EUCO
ST
DG
EVPI

€ 203,631 M
€ 191,890 M
€ 218,351 M
€ 198,958 M

Savings resulting
from perfect
information
€ 11,741 M
–€ 14,720 M
€ 4,673 M
€ 565 M

Note that the resulting EVPI value should be seen in the
perspective of the model’s time horizon containing three

representative years. For comparison though, this value is equal
to 6 % of all investment costs in power generation in the
stochastic solution. This finding reveals an order of magnitude
for the maximum return of having perfect information.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop and apply an integrated two-stage
stochastic model that accounts for interdependencies between
the electricity and gas markets. We focus our discussion on
regrets resulting from combinations of a system planner’s
assumption on future developments of uncertain parameters
and actual realizations of uncertain data. We find that the
chance of very bad outcomes, strongly depends on the scenario
the investment decision is based on. In particular, investment
decisions derived from ST and DG scenario assumptions seem
risky. We highlight that even though the stochastic problem is
not optimal for any individual scenario, it has the lowest
expected regret. Further, we individually account for
uncertainty of five key parameters and evaluate the impact on
the regret terms. We find that ignoring uncertainty for
electricity demand or CO2 price, results in investment decisions
leading to high expected costs. Finally, we quantify the value
of perfect information to the system planner which we find to
be at 6 % regarding all investment costs in power stations.
We believe that our findings will be interesting for system
planners and energy modelers. The results highlight
assumptions on future developments that lead to low (or high)
expected costs. Overall, our analysis confirms the importance
of recognizing the effects of uncertainty for long-term system
planning. Further modelling work might explore a larger time
horizon capturing European policy after 2030. Also, further
research might investigate the impact of endogenous decision
making for renewable investments.
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